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Prayer: Loving God, you give us forty days to journey into the inner mountains of our hearts and lives.  Let these sacred 
days be a time when we seek and find you with in each of us. Make this time of Lent a time to listen to your voice and 
be guided by your spirit. We ask through our Lord Jesus Christ your Son, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy 
Spirit, one God, forever and ever. Lord, may the words of my mouth and the meditations of all our hearts be acceptable 
and pleasing in your sight, O Lord, our Rock and our Redeemer.  Amen. 
 
“ENRICHED BY GRACE, BEARING FRUIT” 
 
The Christ who gathers us up invites us to live a life of fruitfulness. That’s the call hidden in our text for this week. The 
text starts with questions about blame, about getting what is deserved. Jesus wants to change the conversation. Like a 
poem from Mary Oliver, he is asking us “Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?” (Mary 
Oliver, “The Summer Day” 
 
Who made the world? 
Who made the swan, and the black bear? 
Who made the grasshopper? 
This grasshopper, I mean-- 
the one who has flung herself out of the grass, 
the one who is eating sugar out of my hand, 
who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up 
and down -- 
who is gazing around with her enormous and 
complicated eyes. 
Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes 
her face. 
Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away. 

I don't know exactly what a prayer is. 
I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down 
into the grass, how to kneel in the grass, 
how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the 
fields 
which is what I have been doing all day. 
Tell me, what else should I have done? 
Doesn't everything die at last, and too soon? 
Tell me, what is it you plan to do 
With your one wild and precious life? 
             
Mary Oliver ~ The Summer Day 

 
The season of Lent is nothing more than a time of transition. It is my prayer that this season of Lent will be a time of 
discovery in which you come to understand who and what God is calling you to be and do. Make no mistake, you all are in 
a wilderness and it is important that you know that you are not called into the wilderness to die but to discover the life God 
is calling you to live! Lent should be for us like the season of reprieve given to the fig tree, a grace period in which we let 
“the gardener,” Christ, cultivate our hearts, uprooting what chokes the divine life in us, strengthening us to bear fruits that 
will last into eternity. 
 
Some people told Jesus about the Galileans whose blood Pilate had mingled with the blood of their sacrifices. Jesus said to 
them in reply, "Do you think that because these Galileans suffered in this way, they were greater sinners than all other 
Galileans? By no means! But I tell you, if you do not repent, you will all perish as they did! Or those eighteen people who 
were killed when the tower at Siloam fell on them- do you think they were more guilty than everyone else who lived in 
Jerusalem? By no means! But I tell you, if you do not repent, you will all perish as they did!" And he told them this parable:  
"There once was a person who had a fig tree planted in his orchard,  and when he came in search of fruit on it but found 
none, he said to the gardener, 'For three years now I have come in search of fruit on this fig tree  but have found none. So 
cut it down. Why should it exhaust the soil?' He said to him in reply, 'Sir, leave it for this year also, and I shall cultivate the 
ground around it and fertilize it; it may bear fruit in the future. If not you can cut it down.'" 
 
In the Church, we are made children of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—the God who makes known His name and 
His ways. Mindful of His covenant with Abraham (see Exodus 2:24), God came down to rescue His people from 
enslavement in Egypt. Faithful to that same covenant, He sent Jesus to redeem all lives from destruction. 
 
Paul says that God’s saving deeds in the Exodus were written down for the Church, intended as a prelude and foreshadowing 
of our own Baptism by water, our liberation from sin, our feeding with spiritual food and drink. Yet the events of the 
Exodus were also given as a “warning”—that being children of Abraham is no guarantee that we will reach the promised 
land of our salvation. 
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At any moment, Jesus warns in today’s Gospel, we could perish, not as God’s punishment for being “greater sinners” but 
because, like the Israelites in the wilderness, we stumble into evil desires, fall into grumbling, forget all His benefits. 
 
Jesus calls us today to “repentance”—not a one-time change of heart, but an ongoing, daily transformation of our lives. 
We’re called to live the life we sing about in our hymn; blessing His holy name, giving thanks for His kindness and mercy. 
 
Today’s passage is a story of a lonely fig tree, barren and fruitless. The fig tree in His parable is a familiar Old Testament 
symbol for Israel (see Jeremiah 8:3; 24:1–10). As the fig tree is given one last season to produce fruit before it is cut down, 
so too Jesus is giving Israel one final opportunity to bear good fruits as evidence of its repentance (see Luke 3:8). 
Then he told this parable: ‘A man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard; and he came looking for fruit on it and found none. 
So, he said to the gardener, “See here! For three years I have come looking for fruit on this fig tree, and still, I find none. 
Cut it down! Why should it be wasting the soil?” He replied, “Sir, let it alone for one more year, until I dig round it and put 
manure on it. If it bears fruit next year, well and good; but if not, you can cut it down.” ’ 
 
You can also read this parable as referring to Israel. Initially given the promise of God that God would bless them, and 
through them, bless the whole world, the parable says that, in Jesus, Israel is being given another opportunity to remember 
who they are and what they are about in the world. You can read the parable as referring to the Christian movement down 
through the ages. We have forgotten who we are time and time again. History is littered with examples of Christians acting 
in very un-Christ-like fashion and the damage that has done both to people and to the Christian witness. Yet God is patient, 
even with the Church, and God is ever willing to accept our repentance and guide us toward fruitfulness that matters. Or 
you can read it personally. 
 
How many promises have you made through your lifetime that you would make this change or that change or do this or do 
that, and how many of those promises that you have made to God, yourself, and others, that you have miserably failed in 
keeping. But God isn’t giving up on you. You get another chance. Things can get better. My personal goals right now are 
very simple. Every day I want to pray and ask God for help and guidance, be the best person God desires me to be; live 
into the calling in my life; drink a lot of water; make time to have fun. We are very likely to fail at one or more point during 
a day – but such failure is not unavoidable. God gives us the power to make choices and act on them. And even if we do 
fail, God will be patient with us as God is patient with all of us. If we listen closely enough to the truth of that last verse, 
there is a very good chance that we can also be patient with ourself, even as we seek God’s help in doing what we can. 
 
The Gospel reading invites us to ponder on some key words.  Words like sinners, repent, cut it down, I shall 
cultivate...fertilize it and may bear fruit. The owner of the fig tree only cares about whether the tree bears fruit-he has no 
regard for the tree and its life. The gardener, on the other hand, cares about the fig tree, sees the life still there, and wants 
to give it every chance to produce. He understands that as long as there's life, there's potential to bear fruit. What wastes 
away life within us and prevents us from bearing fruit is sin. Repentance, then, means choosing to nurture new life and all 
the fullness it can bring. Jesus here refers to two recent disasters, otherwise unknown to historians. One was the outrage of 
a tyrant, the other an accident involving construction workers in Siloam. From both events he draws a warning for Israel. 
Unless the nation repents, it too will perish. For Jesus, repentance means accepting his message of God's Kingdom. The 
parable of the fig tree reinforces the challenge to repent. Growing up takes hard work. Getting ahead in life takes hard work. 
Deepening our relationship with God and others takes hard work. It is no surprise, then, that repenting takes hard work. 
The discipline of Lent includes this kind of hard-work repentance which leads to the new life Easter promises. 
 
Instead of Jesus encountering the fig tree, today’s fig tree has two companions, the owner of the land on which the fig tree 
is planted and the gardener in charge of tending to it. After three long years, the owner of the vineyard has had enough. 
“Cut it down!”  he says.  “Make room for something else that will grow!” But the difference between this fig tree and the 
others in Mark and Matthew’s account is that this tree in Luke’s account has a good defense attorney.  Defending the fig 
tree, the gardener pleas, “give me one more year to care for it and then we’ll see where we are.” 
 
And thus is the end of the parable. Or its beginning, to be more accurate. Unlike the rather depressing accounts of fig trees 
in the other gospels, Luke’s account has an open ending that is neither overtly positive or negative. We simply have a barren 
fig tree and another year to see what happens to it. 
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Today’s parable reminds me that waxing and waning periods of fruitfulness and barrenness come in many forms.  They are 
a reality of the human condition. Sometimes we feel like a fruitful fig tree, planted on firm, nutritious ground and bearing 
delicious fruits for all to eat.  The marriage has just been blessed.  The child has just been born.  The test has just been aced. 
The college acceptance letter just came in. The long-awaited job promotion finally came to fruition. The church is clicking 
and the congregation feels in-sync and vibrant. 
 
Other times we feel like the barren fig tree in today’s parable.  The marriage doesn’t seem to have the life it once had.  The 
child has just moved out of the house.  The mid-terms are draining and stressful.  The job opportunities are just not 
happening. Sobriety is proving to be harder than you thought. The depression is again rearing its ugly head. The congregation 
is in a place of anxiety, distrust, darkness, and transition. 
 
Both fruitfulness and barrenness are realities of the human condition and today’s open-ended parable leaves us room for 
both. Maybe the fig tree does well after another year and its fruits delight the senses and it lives a long and happy life.  Then 
again, maybe the fig tree continues in another year of fruitlessness and ends up getting uprooted to make way for another 
plant to thrive. Curiously enough, both possibilities, both fruitfulness and barrenness, make way for renewed life, either in 
the form of the old fig tree or a new plant. Together, today, you and I are called to finish this parable; to imagine our own 
ending during this season of Lent. 
 
Perhaps the gardener spends his extra year trying and trying the same old thing, using the same type of watering routine, the 
same type of fertilizer, the same type of weeding schedule, but nothing works. He puts resources and resources and more 
resources to try to save this plant but nothing seems to do the trick. No matter the love and care and passion that went in 
to its caring, the fig tree just refuses to bear fruit. After a final year of waiting, the owner comes by and insists that the fig 
tree be ripped up to make room for something that will be fruitful.  It was not the necessarily the fig tree’s fault.  It was not 
necessarily the gardener’s fault. Sometimes fruitfulness has run its course and it’s time for a different kind of fruitfulness. 
After the barren fig tree is pulled up, another type of plant takes root and has much more success in the same ground. 
 
This imaginative version of the parable reminds me that some fig trees are meant to die. After all, death is a part of life.  
Lent teaches us this. Fruitfulness and barrenness are part of the inevitable ebb and flow of faith. Relationships are created 
and some last a lifetime and others come to their natural ends. Passions and hobbies that once were obsessed over become 
stale and make way for new adventures. Our lives are wondrous journeys of self-discovery in which finding out something 
new about ourselves sometimes means letting go of another identity that we clung to for so long. Change happens. Change 
means accepting a new kind of life, even if the way to that new life means a death of something else.  The cross and the 
empty tomb remind us of this timeless truth during this season of Lent. 
 
I wonder, what are the fig trees in your life that have run their course and need to be uprooted in order to make room for 
another kind of fruitfulness?  We all long for fruitfulness but we often fear the process of uprooting that makes room for 
it.  Perhaps the gardener, in this scenario, was just not ready to let go. Sometimes, we, both as individuals and as 
congregations, just don’t want to let go.  Perhaps we don’t want to let go of the way we’ve always done things.  Perhaps we 
don’t want to let go of that beloved church leader. Perhaps don’t want to let go of hidden “isms” - form of oppression; 
racism; xenophobia; religious prejudice; sexism; ageism; homophobia/heterosexism; classism; discrimination; etc. Perhaps 
we don’t want to let go of that ministry that has run its course. Perhaps we don’t want to let go of the hymn that we grew 
up with.  Perhaps we don’t want to let go of the identity of the church we were 50 years ago. Whatever that thing is, 
sometimes there are fig trees that need to be let go. But often we don’t want to let them go because we’re scared that it will 
change who we are.  However, perhaps this scenario comforts us by reminding us that though the gardener no longer 
planted a fig tree, he was nevertheless still a gardener; he was simply gardening something else more fruitful.  Being a disciple 
is no different:  sometimes we are called to be disciples in different ways at different times because of this lovely, challenging, 
and powerful person known as the Holy Spirit. 
 
However, the other scenario of this parable is that the gardener tries some new things in the extra year that he has been 
afforded to return the fig tree to fruitfulness.  He changes his watering routine. He removes weeds with more regularity.  He 
tries a different type of manure.  He changes his approach and, with a blessing of the Holy Spirit and a lot of love and 
passion - lo and behold! - the fig tree springs back to life! 
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This imaginative version of the parable reminds me that, ultimately, fruitfulness has been promised to us. Now, new 
fruitfulness may or may not look or feel or taste like the old fruitfulness did. Change, after all, is relentless. But fruitfulness 
can be a surprising reality when barrenness seems to be the order of the day.   
 
This scenario invites us to ponder the places in our lives that we thought were dead that, after time and trust, were resurrected 
into newness. When was that moment that the relationship was rekindled? When was that time when that old hobby was 
found all over again?  When was it that that ministry took a life of its own and began preaching the Gospel in new and 
inventive ways? 
 
Together, we’re all heading into unchartered territory where, together, we will seek the fruitfulness of the Spirit!  God has 
some amazing plans for us and, with your trust, faith and willingness, we will discover who God is calling us, Fifth Ave. 
UMC to be.  Now, we must remember, as the fig tree parable reminds us, death and resurrection are on the horizon!  This 
transitional time in the life of this congregation will be a time that some things may need to die in order that other things 
can be brought to life. 
 
My prayer is that this parable might give you all the vocabulary to imagine what God has in store for you as a congregation 
in evolution, as a congregation on the move. May you be attentive to the things among you that God is calling you to plant. 
May you be equally attentive to the things among you that God might be calling you to uproot. In both your lives as a 
congregation and in your lives as individuals, my prayer is that we might all take courage that this Lenten journey takes us 
to a barren fig tree, a parable that leaves room for hope in places where hope might feel in short supply.   
 
Fruitfulness will come!  That is ultimate message of Lent.  That is why this parable is so crucial:  No matter how you and I 
might choose to finish today’s parable, the inevitable outcome is fruitfulness in one form or another.  That is the good news 
of the Gospel:  fruitfulness will always come to fruition through the grace of God!   
 
Perhaps this is not you at the present moment, but perhaps it is. Perhaps your life is strongly grounded in Christ or perhaps 
you are greatly struggling. If you are struggling, try to see yourself as this fig tree. And try to see the person who commits 
to “cultivate the ground around it and fertilize it” as Jesus Himself.  
 
It’s important to note that Jesus does not look at this fig tree and discard it as worthless. He is a God of second chances 
and He is committed to caring for this fig tree in such a way as to offer it every necessary opportunity to bear fruit. So, it is 
with us. Jesus never just throws us away, regardless of how far we have strayed. He is always ready and willing to reach out 
to us in the ways we need so that our lives can once again bear much fruit. 
 
Reflect, today, upon whether you feel as though you are in need of allowing Jesus to “cultivate the ground” around you. Do 
not be afraid to let Him provide you with the nourishment you need so as to once again bear an abundance of good fruit in 
your life. 
 
So, friends, hear the Good News of the Gospel:  today’s parable is not finished.  It is YOUR job to finish it!  And know 
that you do not do so alone, but that you do so nurtured and protected by Jesus Christ, the true vine, whom we follow to 
the barrenness of the cross that we might rejoice in the fruitfulness of the empty tomb! In the name of the Father, and of 
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.  Amen. 
 
Closing Prayer: God of Hope, we journey with Jesus during this Lenten season with the certain hope that you will renew 
each of us as your true disciples. Call us out of the wilderness of selfishness and indifference. Help us to reach out to those 
who do not know hope or love by being your messengers of love and peace, we ask this through Christ Our Lord, Amen. 
 
 
 

 

 

 


